LAMINATE COLOUR RANGE – DELIVERY CLASS 1

KÖMMERLING 76

Valid from March 1st 2024
Kömmerling 76 windows and residential doors are available in white, plus a range of wood finishes and plain colours. You can select either plain colour or wood texture for the outside, with neutral white or wood texture on the inside.

- ○○ laminated on outside only
- ○ laminate on both sides

Printed colours may not agree with the original laminates.

### PLAIN COLOURS
- with smooth surface
  - Slate grey smooth
  - Anthracite grey smooth
  - Anthracite grey SFTN mat
  - Quartz grey SFTN mat

- with embossed surface
  - Anthracite grey
  - Basalt grey
  - Quartz grey
  - Creame white (only for System 76 AD + K-Vision)

### WOOD GRAINS
- with embossed surface
  - Golden Oak
  - Walnut
  - Sapeli

### METALLIC COLOURS
- with smooth surface
  - Alux DB 703